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This is our newsletter that reflects the various techniques, theories and art of sustainable beekeeping.
Articles are contributed by SCBA members.
This brings me to a request: We
are looking for a few Volunteer
positions to be filled:
1. Two Moderators and Two
Notetakers for Forums (starting in April)
2. An Education Coordinator
3. Tech Support

President's Message
Greetings Fellow Beeks,
Spring has sprung! You all know what that means!?
Swarms! Make sure you're prepared, you never know when
that phone call is going to come! Also, please make sure to
follow the Covid-safe rules when swarm catching to be as
safe as you can.
With regards to Covid, I'm so happy to hear that some
of our members have received their first and a few, second
vaccination(s). That is great news but we're still not out of
the woods! As the health and safety of our membership
is our top priority, we will not be having large in person
meetings until your safety is guaranteed. I have my fingers
crossed that it is soon but until that time we will be continuing to Zoom!
And, speaking of Zoom, I am so excited to report what
I felt were two successful forums this month! The Beginning
Beekeepers forum was lively and everyone asked great
questions and had thoughtful ideas and comments. What
a wonderful way to find out who your Cluster mates are!
I'm looking forward to the next one and hope to see you
all there with more questions. Please remember you can
always go to "Ask the Experts" on our website to ask your
question. It might be sent to your Cluster Coordinator or
answered at the general meeting, but it will be answered!
The Seasoned Beekeepers forum was also a success.
We started at 7pm and finished at 9:20 with a lively conversation that could have gone on for hours!
Going forward, the Seasoned Beekeepers Forums
format will look like this:
7-7:40ish Current Stats - presented by three to four
Seasoned Beekeepers
7:40 - 8:30 ish - Topic -March- Forensics
8:30ish - 9pm questions - End at 9pm
Please note: Everyone is welcome to listen in.
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(continued on page 2)

February Calendar
Monthly Meeting: Monday, March 8, 2021
SCBA Zoom General Meeting
Sign on at: 6:00 to 8:30pm
https://zoom.us/j/98128873122?pwd=dFNXSW96UkN2YVBlRVdQd3RpQlAvQT09
Meeting ID: 981 2887 3122
Passcode: 508451
6pm - Zoom Meeting opens
6:05pm - “Ask the Experts” Q&A begins,
6:40 - SCBA news and meet our newbees
7:00pm - Presentation begins [See Page 2 for details]
8:00-8:30 - Presentation concludes
8:30 - end of meeting
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(President's Message, continued from Page 1)

Regional Cluster
Coordinator News

If interested, please contact me at President@sonomabees.org for more information.
Here are some things your Board is working on:

Cluster Activities 2021

We are in the process of forming a budget committee and
we are beginning to work on our 5-year plan for our association.
Make sure you mark your calendars for our March General
meeting with Dr. Thomas Seeley as our presenter. (We
have a brief review of his book, The Lives of Bees, later in
the newsletter.)
Looking forward to seeing you and remember, when you
sign into Zoom please add your Cluster to your name, so
we all know who our Cluster mates are.
Until then, Bee well,

Kelli Cox

2021 SCBA President

Our cluster meetings have focused on apiary
preparation, equipment readiness, and building members’ knowledge during February. Much more is slated
for March. Don’t miss out on the amazing SCBA member-wide ZOOM education sessions being taught by
our own beekeeper specialists. In addition, our SCBA
President, Kelli Cox, is hosting two forums per month:
one for beginner beekeepers, and a second for seasoned beekeepers. We launched both of these forums
in February, I attended both and was so impressed by
the attendance. The collective questions/feedback/
knowledge was extremely helpful to all who participated.
Mark your Calendars for our planned March All-Cluster ZOOM education gatherings. ZOOM invitations
will be sent via separate e-mails in March.
•
•
•
•

This Month's Speaker
Dr. Thomas Seeley, Biologist at Cornell University will be
back! Bio: Dr. Seeley is based in the Department of Neurobiology and Behavior at Cornell, where he teaches courses
on animal behavior and does research on the behavior and
social life of honey bees.
His topic will be: How
a honey bee swarm
chooses its home. The
bees in a swarm make
their choice for their new
dwelling place collectively
and democratically. They
stake their future on a process that includes collective fact-finding, vigorous
debate, and consensus
building. We will look at
how these bees evaluate potential nest sites, advertise their discoveries to one
another, engage in open deliberation, and choose their new
home.

•

In addition, individual cluster activities may be
planned if time allows. Get your swarm traps ready and
hung up! I visited six hives the last week of February
between two apiaries. All hives had big fat beautiful
drones crawling around and lots of capped drone brood
and eggs and larvae. Swarm time is coming! Please remember to reach out via e-mail
to your cluster coordinators or
BeeShare Coordinators with
questions you may have.

You can see his Website: http://pages.nbb.cornell.edu/seeley.shtml
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Sat. March 6, 10:0am: Hive Splitting & Bee Math
taught by Nikki Hull-Campbell and Elizabeth Holdman of South Cluster
Mon. March 8, General SCBA Meeting: Ask the
Expert starts at 6:00pm
Mon. March 15, 7:00pm: New Beekeepers Forum
Sat. March 20, 10:00am: Hive Biology taught by
Christine Kurtz of South Cluster
Mon. March 22, 7:00pm: Seasoned Beekeepers
Forum
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Rorie Sweeney

Regional Cluster Coordinator

Bee Share Program
Late February 2021 Update

Ag Department Notes
March 2021

The members of the Bee Share team are readying themselves for another swarm season with your help.
Thank you for filling out the 2021 Member Survey and
letting us know whether you may have splits and swarms
to share or whether you need bees. If you are not familiar
with the Bee Share program, you can find more information
at https://www.sonomabees.org/bee-share-program.
The Bee Share team facilitates sharing among
SCBA members and to that end we depend upon members to make their splits and swarms available for sharing.
Sources of swarms to share include members’ hives that
swarm, pulp pot swarm traps, and donations from SCBA’s
public swarm list.
If you want to increase your chances of getting a
swarm you will find information on how to build your own
pulp pot swarm trap at the Swarm Center.
SWARM REPORTING REMINDER - Please report
your swarms and splits via your computer, laptop, tablet or
phone at https://www.sonomabees.org/member-swarm-report. Going to that link will prompt you to sign-in to the
website to file your report. Once you are logged into
the sonomabees.org web site you can see a table of the
number of swarms by city and a histogram of the number
of swarms per week. You can also find the swarms-by-city
and swarms-by-week links in the Swarm Center.
If you aren’t able to use the web, then please
email swarm@sonomabees.org and copy your bee share
coordinator, for example, NorthBeeShare@sonomabees.
org. Please put SWARM REPORT in the subject line and
in the body of the email include the date, the location of the
swarm, the size (for example, softball, football, basketball
or beach ball!) or split size in frames, and the recipient’s
location (yourself or someone else). Finally, please let us
know if you heard about the swarm from SCBA’s public
swarm list or through some other means.
If you have a swarm or split to share please reach
out to your cluster’s Bee Share coordinator. Thanks for
supporting the Bee Share program by reporting your
swarms and splits and through your generous sharing of
those extra swarms and splits that you make available!

The Bee Share Team

Greetings, Beeks!
Many thanks to those of you who have completed
your yearly hive registration using the BeeWhereCalifornia.
com website. I understand there is some confusion that is
not addressed in the tutorials. I’ll try to help clarify as best I
can.
Q: The BeeWhere website doesn’t tell us how much to
pay or where to send the money.
A: That is correct. The website provides registration
consistency statewide and does not have links to each
of the 58 counties. If Sonoma County is your “home
county”, then your $10 registration fee (regardless of
number of hives) can be phoned in at (707) 565-2371
or mailed to:
Sonoma County Department of Agriculture
133 Aviation Blvd., Suite 110
Santa Rosa, CA 95403
Once the registration payment is processed, I will
email your receipt and update your BeeWhere account,
showing current payment status.
Q:I can’t adjust my hive numbers.
A:If you log back in to your hive information, go to
the map. When you click on the hive pins, a window
should open which allows you to adjust the number of
colonies.
If you move your hives between a couple of regular
locations, you can leave all those pins in place, and list the
number of colonies as 0 at the empty locations, until moving the hives back again. Regulation requires updating the
hive location within 72 hours of moving colonies.
If you haven’t already, please complete your hive
registration. If you need assistance or have additional questions, please contact me at the Ag Department. I’m happy
to help!
More about grower requirements and the BeeCheck pollinator protection activities next month!

Beverly Hammond

Sonoma County Agricultural Inspector III
(707) 565-2371
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Bee Plant of the Month
March 2021

black tea. The difference is in how the leaves are processed. Usually just the new growth is harvested, so most
tea plantation photos show waist-high shrubs, pruned to a
beautiful green sea of leaves.

By Alice Ford-Sala

Camellia
Family: Theacae
As we continue with healing plants – those that
are good for bees and good for our health – we now look
to the large
and important
Camellia family.
Most
of us know this
attractive evergreen shrub
for the beautiful and varied
flowers it bears
alongside shiny
to dull green
leaves. By
choosing a wide
range of plants,
Camellia
you can have
blossoms from fall through late spring.
Many varieties have fancy double forms, whether
they are anemone, rose or peony look-alikes. These types
don’t benefit bees at all as they can’t reach the pollen and
nectar. If you can’t see the stamens, the bright yellow or
orange center of the flower, bees and birds can’t access
them.
All camellias need regular watering, but also need
well-drained soil. They prefer acid soil and appreciate acid
fertilizer. Most do well in semi-shade to rather shady areas.
Some can take full sun, but most appreciate shade in the
afternoon, especially in hot summer areas.
They are generally deer-resistant, especially older
established plants. If you live in heavy deer territory, you
might want to protect young plants for a few years.
I found mixed results as to whether they are gopher
resistant. I think you might want to protect the roots if gophers are a problem in your area.
C. sinensis is the tea camellia. It is of huge economic importance worldwide. Mostly grown in Asia, there
are plantations of tea camellia in the Southeast and Northwest USA. The petite white flowers appearing in late fall
through winter are brightened by yellow centers that hold
both pistils and stamens, which are very attractive to bees
and hummingbirds. The flowers are lightly fragrant and
abundant.
They will set seeds, which you can harvest and
propagate. The seeds ripen in late fall, around the time
when the plant is blooming again.
You could plant a hedge of them, pruning as needed to keep it under the 15-foot-high and wide range. Use
the prunings to make some green tea! All the teas we drink
as “tea” come from this plant, whether it is green, white or
Sonoma County Beekeepers’ Association © 2021

‘Blushing Maiden’ has pink flowers and is a true tea
camellia.
C. sasanqua has several semi-double to single
flowered varieties that bees love to visit from late fall to
early spring. My C. sasanqua ‘Yuletide’ has been blooming
since November, attracting bees when they can get out
and fly, and hummingbirds all through the day, even in the
rain. Other single flowered sasanquas are: ‘Cleopatra’ with
rosy pink blooms, ‘Setsugekka’ white flowers, ‘Hana-Jiman’
pink-bordered white flowers.
C. japonica has thousands of varieties, this is the
most commonly planted camellia. Many are double-flowered, but some single or semi-double types are available.
‘Magnoliiflora has pale pink semi-double flowers and is a
very heavy bloomer. ‘Tama Vino’ has deep red-rose flowers
with a white border and very abundant pistils and stamens.
‘Bob Hope’ bears large deep red semidouble blossoms with
showy orange-yellow stamens.
There are literally thousands more camellias to enjoy! You might want to go to a local nursery and see what
looks good - you might even see bees enjoying this beautiful plant.
.
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Alice Ford-Sala

Research Buzz!
By Gina Brown

This is new column for The Extractor! Each
month, I’ll review a book, a research study, or a body of
research related to a particular beekeeping topic. I am a
backyard beekeeper, not a scientist, so that will be the
perspective of this column. I will be looking to highlight
practical information that can be easily applied. I’ll say up
front that this column is not intended to provide definitive
answers, just information to be considered. To me, drawing
a conclusion from only one study is like cooking with only
one ingredient, this often yields a terrible result! Just like
our bees require a diverse diet to thrive, I will try to provide
a diverse array of topics for discussion.
If you’d like to suggest a topic of research to explore, you can email me: boragelane@comcast.net
While I am fascinated by many beekeeping topics, few pique my interest more that the topic of wild bees.
Thomas Seeley, one of my favorite bee experts, has
published many great studies comparing and contrasting
managed hives to wild hives. His recent book, The Lives
of Bees-The Untold Story of the Honey Bee in the Wild
is a virtual treasure trove of compelling research! Let’s take
a look!
In this book, Dr. Seeley concludes that “Bees make
the best beekeepers”! Basically, everything bees do, and all
of their adaptations, are for the sole purpose of their survival and reproduction as a species. He starts with Darwin’s
concept of natural selection. The concept can be illustrated
like this:
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Dr. Seeley poses the question: ‘How are wild
colonies able to persist without being treated for Varroa”?
He theorizes that their survival comes down to both “good
genes” and “good lifestyle”. He proceeds to tell the story of
wild colony survival, through his research, and the research
of others.
Leaving the genetics aside for now, I’ll focus on
just a few of the practical “good lifestyle” findings from his
research.
Size of nest cavity – Dr. Seeley found that most
nests for wild hives are small, an average of 40 liters (about
10 gallons), or about the size of 1 deep Langstroth box. He
tested the impact small hives (1 deep box) vs. larger hives
(3 deep or 4 medium). He concluded that even though the
smaller hives swarmed more, (83% vs 17%) , they fared
better in terms of lower mite counts and over winter survival.
Colony spacing – He found that colonies in the wild
are typically spaced far apart. He tested the impact of colony spacing, 1 apiary had hives about 20 meters (approximately 21 yards) apart, the other had hives a few feet apart
in a row. Each apiary had 10 colonies with “Wooten Golden
Italian” Queens (these produce bright yellow drones) and
2 colonies of “new world Carniolan” Queens (these produce dark brown drones). This allowed him to see if the
dark drones ended up in a colony where there should only
be bright yellow drones. He concluded that in the group
that was more widely spaced, there was 0% ‘drift” of dark
drones in the golden colonies and five of the 12 colonies
survived 2 years. In the hives spaced closely, there was
24% drift of dark drones and none of the 12 colonies were
alive after 2 years.
I could go on and on because this book is full of
great information,
but I’ll end with two
practical tips: You
may wish to consider
keeping your hive
size a bit smaller
and spacing it further
away from other
hives. Check out this
book and let me know
what you think!
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March in Your Apiary
by Nicholas Freedman

Calling all beekeepers, the time of growth is here. If
you are planning on keeping bees this season, it’s time to act.
March through June is when most of the hands-on
and in-hive work takes place. The season of growth is on.
Here in Sonoma County the queens start laying eggs again
in January after their only break in laying during December,
and the slow growth of the colony’s population begins. The
colony works to maximize its population in time for the spring
honey flows. It is our job as beekeepers to do everything we
can to remove obstacles and provide what help we can. This
help started with preparing our hives for winter. We reduced
the hive’s size heading into fall and tucked them in for winter
with a much-reduced hive structure. Knowing the size of our
hives would continue to diminish through winter, we left them a
smaller space to manage. We also arranged this winter home
to maximize the availability of stores, help manage moisture,
and otherwise provide a safe haven for the colony.
This is my eighth season of beekeeping, and I currently have seven colonies out of the 13 I went into winter with.
My bee-brother neighbor also had 13 hives at the start of winter and this spring is left with two. He did everything right and
yet had much deeper losses than we did here. While chance
may favor the well cared-for colony, it is not a guarantee of
success. Many beekeepers suffered large or total losses this
year.
In early spring, when you enter the hive, it is a quick
look into the top to assess if the colony needs more space.
If they need space, you add at the edges with as little disturbance to the hive as possible. When you peek in early spring
and see bees in the feeder box, it’s a good sign. If you have
bees covering the top of the frames in your top box, you must
add room. Perhaps even another super. If you peek in and see
no bees, get out and check back later. When adding room, just
pull back the follower boards and add empty frames (or saved
comb) to the sides.
This was my third season of preparing my hives for
winter with reduced space. While people who live in downtown
Petaluma started opening hives and adding frames in January
and February, here up on the mountain we are still in early-spring conditions, maybe as much as three weeks behind
downtown Petaluma, so I have been delaying adding frames.
What is your microclimate? Take note and use your judgment
when to jump in no matter what others are saying, because
each of us may have very different weather or climate situations for our bees.
Every time you go into a hive, it creates work and
stress for the bees, so keep your impact to a minimum until we
are in much safer weather and the colonies are stronger. Even
then, you are creating work for the bees with each opening of
the hive. We still could get winter weather, and if you break up
too much of the sealed hive, you add a great deal of stress.
If you go into the brood chamber at this time of year, you can
end a colony. It is a judgment call in the shoulder season, so
be careful and be bold. This is the impossible balance of the
beekeeper.
The past two years, I jumped in and added space in
January and February. I was able to successfully keep pace
with the growing colonies and was sure the combination of
preparing the hives for winter and the early adding of frames
Sonoma County Beekeepers’ Association © 2021

made my most successful years yet. Its February 13th as I
write this and I have yet to add a frame; I’m waiting for the
right day and hoping I have not missed my window.
With a healthy queen laying, the hive grows quickly in March and April. If you want to try to keep a hive from
swarming and hope for a honey harvest, it is this spring space
management that may give you the best shot. While there is
no stopping the drive to swarm, even with our best managed
hives they sometimes swarm. The bees are driven to procreate, and swarming is a good and necessary process. The
beekeeper who is in the hives more often can see the changes, and while you may not be able to stop the drive to swarm,
you can shift that drive with splits. Splitting satisfies the drive
to procreate.
Is your gear clean and ready? Have you fixed and
painted hive boxes, restrung new wire in frames, is any of your
gear warped or broken? Do you need to buy new gear? Is the
grass cut in front of your hives, do you have good adjustable
entryways with mouse guards working? While all the books
talk about winter being the time to catch up on preparing your
equipment and apiary for spring, this is the very first time I
have actually done it. Usually, spring comes, and I am rushing to catch up. Another silver lining to being a Covid hermit.
If your gear is not ready, then the time is now. Last year we
had swarms to give and quite a few people on the bees needs
list kept those colonies waiting because gear was not ready.
It takes a lot of time to clean out old gear or to build from
scratch, especially if you are new to beekeeping. Get these
basics done right and early.
If you catch swarms, you have another list of gear to
have at the ready. Can you be out the door for a swarm call
within minutes? Having your stuff thought out and packed will
allow it. If you have even one hive, you should study up on
how to catch a swarm. This way you can be ready to catch
one from your own hive. Last year, I had six swarms from my
own hives, three consecutives from one colony. It is exciting,
fun, and easy with a little preparation and thought.
In early March you should have extra hives ready and
set up in your apiary. Have them properly set up on stands,
baited for a lucky catch of a swarm or to have one installed
within it. Swarm traps should also be ready and out. I will have
4-6 swarm traps out, remember to check and re-bait them
often. Keep in mind a hive set out hoping to catch a swarm is
set up a bit differently with more space and fewer frames than
a hive with a colony.
Building a pulp swarm trap costs $10. Buying a nice
one costs $60. You can have your bees in March or April by
catching a swarm in place of buying them in May. I believe
that catching localized bees is a much better option to building
your apiary. Many of us have gone “native”; if you’re thinking of
buying, please talk about it with local experienced beekeepers.
Seek out a few different views then make your own educated
choice. No matter your choice, you will learn a ton.
This is a short article, without the space to explain
every idea mentioned. I hope this drives you in search of
answers. If a term or idea isn’t clear, look it up or reach out
to one of us. So much to learn and so much fun having an
excuse to talk about bees. If you’re like me, I am happy to talk
bees anytime and if you’re like my non-beekeeping friends,
you want to shut me up already.
I remain yours in the health of our bees and this organization.
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Nicholas Freedman

How to Acquire Bees
by Doug Vincent

I have counted seven ways to acquire bees. Here
are the pros and cons of each way; I may miss some or you
may think that some things are not a pro or con, so this list
is definitely not definitive. Dates are for Sonoma county.
1. Buy a hive of bees. This could be a pricey option, the
hive may be difficult to move, and may involve older
equipment that may bring disease to your apiary. It may
have mites and the queen or combs may be old. Ask
the about age of queen, the boxes, and whether they
have been treated. A healthy hive, however, will grow
quickly (and might easily overwhelm a new beekeeper),
could make splits, and has a good chance of producing
a honey crop.
2. Buy a nucleus colony. This is a less expensive option,
but still could be pricey. The nucleus, or nuc, is easy
to move and includes a young queen. The colony will
grow quickly, doubling in size in two weeks. This could
be overwhelming to new beekeeper, as the colony
will need to be transferred into larger equipment. The
nucleus colony can produce a crop of honey. You can
schedule your nuc pickup.
3. Catch a swarm. Swarms are usually free but can’t
be scheduled. Sometimes you arrive and swarm has
left, is too high, has been sprayed, or has moved
into a cavity already. You won’t know the age of the
queen, her genetics, or the nature of the bees. The
swarm will likely have mites and sometimes they are,
or soon become, queenless. The beekeeper will need
equipment to install them into. Swarms happen March
through May – usually. The colony will
grow slowly at first, so it is manageable
for new beekeepers. Size of the swarm
will vary, and while there will be a lot
of comb building, swarms usually don’t
have time to make a honey crop. After a
couple of months, a swarm colony may
grow new queen cells if the queen is old;
if the supersedure is unsuccessful, the
colony may end up becoming queenless.
Did I mention they are free? Sometimes
after you do everything right, they up and
leave the next day. Swarms are always
fun!
4. Remove colony from a wall, tree, or other
cavity. This is a lot of messy work, takes
twice as long as you think, yields half
the honey you expect – and sometimes
it is not tasty! Often you can’t find the
queen, you certainly don’t know her age
or genetics. And, you may get stung. The
colony might have been in this cavity for
years; some beekeepers get paid well
for doing this work. After you try it, you will know why.
Success rate doing this is not great, my guess 50%.
And yes, you will need equipment.
Sonoma County Beekeepers’ Association © 2021

5. Get a split from another beekeeper. This is usually a
low-cost or free option. It happens when your beekeeper friend’s bees make a new queen. You’ll be able to
get information about the queen’s genetics from your
source. The splits usually happen between April and
June. You can schedule pickup and transporting the
split is easy to do; if your new colony is successful – I
figure about 75% are – you’ll need equipment. The split
will have some used combs, but won’t have time to
produce a honey crop.
6. Buy package bees. Less money than a nuc, and easy
to transport and install usually in new equipment. You’ll
receive a young queen, with known genetics, treated
healthy bees, and can easily schedule your pickup. The
colony will need to build all new comb, a process that
goes much faster when it is fed five gallons of syrup.
The young colony grows slowly at first and usually
doesn’t produce a honey crop. New beekeepers find
this option less overwhelming. If your queen is from
local genetic stocks, any drones produced will carry
only her genetics.
7. Attract a swarm. Another free option. You can set up a
swarm trap or “catch hive” with old combs. Sometimes
this is very effective, sometimes it is not. It requires
nearby hives, and luck, some used comb, hive equipment, and patience. What you catch will be full of unknowns – the genetics of the colony, and whether there
is a queen in the swarm. But, if there is, the queen will
start laying in combs provided so comb building will be
slower.
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Bee Notes for March
By Rachel Parker

To struggling Sonoma County Beekeepers, I have
a message: You are not alone! Response to my February
confessional essay on losing my bees last year was swift
and generous. From master beekeepers to other relatively
new beekeepers, stories flowed of the struggles our girls
faced last year and the efforts we all took to protect and
support their communities.
One master beekeeper put it best: Beekeeping is a
humbling hobby.
Yet, humbled and perhaps a bit wiser, my husband
and I are getting ready to welcome bees again. When we
realized our hive had absconded last summer, we removed
the frames and put them directly into the freezer – a tip
we’d learned in Serge’s classes to both kill off any mites or
disease and to make the comb brittle. They sat there for
several months, until it was cool enough to truly clean the
frames and supers with the propane torch without fear of
sparking a fire. Around Thanksgiving, I tackled the frames.
The comb snapped right off the frames, and while seeing
comb with abandoned larvae was heartbreaking, I knew
it needed to be discarded. I set aside some empty comb,
thinking it might be useful in a swarm trap.
Next, I turned to torching the wooden frames and
box components. I looked through my notes from our
classes with Serge for some kind of guide as to how much
to scorch the frames and supers but didn’t see any specific
recommendation. Similarly, our books were silent on the
point. I looked at the frame that the swarm of bees had
arrived on, and saw it was fairly uniformly darkened, but not
blackened, and tried to follow that pattern. The propolis was
thick in some places; torching it made it soften and easier
to scrape off. In those spots, the frames ended up quite
dark.
On a recent South Cluster Zoom meeting, Nikki
Hull-Campbell gave great guidance for those of us of an
age: torch your frames to be sure to remove any bacteria,
but don’t try to get them as dark as a 1970’s era etchedwood artwork. Got it. Burn off the bugs, but don’t try to etch
a design into the wood.
So now my medium supers and frames are almost
ready to be repositioned in our garden. I may add a bit of
last year’s comb to the hive as a bit of lure. And, I need to
cut some lavender for the feeder boxes – we harvested all
of the lavender seeds from last year’s cuttings for herbal
infusions, baths, jelly, and sachets.
We know there are bees around: our rosemary and
pin cushion plants have the familiar striped visitors, and the
salvia shrubs that are getting ready to bloom were being
scouted by a bee when I pruned back last year’s blossoms.
The plum tree out my breakfast room window is starting to
bloom, and a neighbor’s manzanita was alive with bees last
month. So, now we wait to see if all this life brings in the
bees, as well.
A PLUG FOR THE LIBRARY: Prior to last year’s
shut-down, whenever I went to a general meeting of SCBA,
I’d stroll past the “lending library” table to see what the
Sonoma County Beekeepers’ Association © 2021

association was offering. With our general meetings all
virtual now, I (and others, I’m sure) have been looking for
more resource material. Sonoma County is blessed with a
fantastic county-wide library system (full disclosure, I’m a
Sonoma County Library Commissioner), which has continued operating almost continuously since last March. You
can’t go in and browse your local branch’s shelves – yet –
but the library has a terrific on-line option.
If you need a library card, you can register for one
on line (sonomalibrary.org). A very hasty search of the
catalog of the term “beekeeping” yielded more than 200
titles, many of which are audio books available for instant
download. If, like me, you like to actually turn pages,
physical books are available for curbside pick-up at most
of the branches. You can check out a book that resides at
one branch and have it delivered to the one closer to you
for easy pick up. And, a new feature on the library’s app
allows you to let the staff know when you are on your way
to collect your book or DVD.
Rachel Parker keeps her hives on Sonoma Mountain. You
can reach her at rachelroperparker@gmail.com
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Rachel Parker

Are Solar Ovens Efficient?

Editor's Note

By Leonard Riepenhoff

In one way, solar ovens are not efficient because
bees must spend time building more comb and giving them
less time to collect honey, but hey, young bees producing
wax don’t forage.
In a full-frame solar oven, the frame with honey is
placed in the oven in the same position it was in the honey
super and the honey is liquified before the wax and runs
down to a container below. Then as the oven gets warmer
the wax melts and floats on top of the honey. When the
frame cools it can be returned to a honey super and the
young bees producing wax start building new comb.
Using a honey extractor leaves combs ready to fill
with honey. But what do the young bees do with the wax
they produce? If the colony doesn’t need new combs, I
believe the colony starts thinking about swarming. So, the
young bees leave with a queen to start a new colony. A
swarm needs to build comb as soon as possible wherever
they settle. The young bees produce wax and must use it.
I believe removing frames and collecting the honey
and wax and replacing those frames will reduce the chance
of your bees swarming.
Full frame solar ovens are a hobby beekeeper’s
dream come true. Try it! You’ll like it! You can see my ad in
this newsletter.
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The article on this page is written by a long-time SCBA
member to further the understanding of the product he
has paid to advertise. By publishing his article, we are not
endorsing it. We are just letting his voice be heard as we
respectfully do with our members. We do this only when
a product is not able to harm our
bees.
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Etta Marie Peterson

Solar Oven Kit Photos

Full Frame Solar Oven Kit &
Two Dual Pane Window Inner Covers
Full Frame Solar Oven processes full frames of capped honey in
your super, same day:

1. Extrac�ng 2 full frames with capped honey produces 6 pounds of clean
honey, plus wax. No need to uncap cells.
2. A simple way to separate honey and wax from foreign debris, in one day.
3. Start to ﬁnish on any day 75 degrees or warmer
4. Easy-to-load and Easy-to-clean
5. Not necessary to clean empty frames to reuse them
6. Converts crystallized honey to liquid
7. Eliminates using a honey extractor
8. End up with wax to make candles or whatever
9. Very compact, easy to store

Advantages of using a Dual Pane Window:

1. Indicates when you should add a honey super & lessening the
chance of your bees swarming.
2. Provides ven�la�on inside the hive, reducing humidity
3. Keeps colony warmer in cold weather and cooler in hot weather
4. Lets you TOP feed your bees
5. Lets you feed the bees with syrup or pollen paddies
6. Reduces the chance of robber bees
7. Lets you and your friends watch your bees in the super

Our Heritage:
•
•
•

Leonard Riepenhoﬀ has been a member of this bee associa�on for more
than 40 years
For three straight years he won the SCBA “BEST OF SHOW” TROPHY
donated by the SCBA at the Sonoma County Harvest Fair, and
Has been keeping bees for over 50 years and is selling his inven�ons for
hobby beekeepers

Dual Pane Inner Cover Photos

One full frame solar oven kit for you to install in
the super and TWO dual-pane window
inner covers

$320.00
EMAIL orders to lenriepen@gmail.com
We will return your e-mail with a date to pick up your order,
on a Saturday a�ernoon, excep�ons can be made.
Orders available in sequence of orders received.

Materials are acrylic lenses and redwood

Sonoma County Beekeepers’ Association © 2021
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Bee Conscious Removal
---LIVE BEE REMOVAL--We specialize in removing bees alive from
walls, barns, sheds, and trees.
“Difficult” extractions are our specialty.
Beekeeping lessons offered at reasonable prices.
Wild bee colonies for sale.
We’ve been in business locally for 16 years and
have done over 850 honeybee extractions so far!
Call Chris Conrad at 415-350-5700
Santa Rosa

www.beeconsciousremoval.com
Free Bee Colony For Successful Referral.
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2021 Board Members
and Other Helpful People

Click Here
for the Up-to-Date
Roster of SCBA Resources

Contact Information
Regular monthly meetings of the Sonoma County Beekeepers’ Association are held on the second Monday of each
month at the Rohnert Park 4-H Building. The meetings cover a wide range of topics of interest to beekeepers. Everyone wanting to learn about honeybees is cordially invited to attend. You do not need to be a member nor a beekeeper
to attend these meetings. Dues can be paid online at our website sonomabees.org, at our monthly meetings or by
mail. Please see our Website for the application and various kinds of memberships available.

6 pm – Meet your cluster members; ask
questions; meet new members; bring your own cup
and fill it with tea or coffee and have some goodies.
7 pm – Presentation starts. (See page 1 of this newsletter for speaker details.)
Our mailing address is:
Sonoma County Beekeepers’ Assoc.
P.O. Box 98
Santa Rosa, CA 95402-0098
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Honey Extractor Rental
One of the benefits of SCBA membership is access
to our honey extractors. We currently have a honey
extractor for each cluster as well as one fruit press
shared across all regions. Members can find the
terms of this rental, as well as the necessary contact
information, in the "SCBA Members-Only Info" section of the website. To see this section you will need
to be logged in. Happy spinning and crushing!
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